A global SU (3)/U (3) flavor symmetry analysis for B → P P with η − η ′ Mixing Abstract A large number of new experimental data on B decay into two light pesudoscalar (P ) mesons have been collected by the LHCb collaboration. Besides confirming information on B u,d → P P decays obtained earlier by B-factories at KEK and SLAC, new information on B s → P P and also more decay modes with P being η or η ′ have been obtained. Using these new data, we perform a global fit for B → P P to determine decay amplitudes in the framework of SU (3)/U (3) flavor symmetry.
I. INTRODUCTION
A large number of experimental data on B decay into two pesudoscalar (P ) mesons have been collected by the LHCb collaboration. Besides confirming information on B u,d → P P obtained earlier by B-factories at KEK and SLAC, new information on B s decays have been obtained [1, 2] . The new information can provide more insight about interactions responsible for B decays. B → P P are induced at one loop level in the standard model (SM). These decay modes being rare ones are expected to be sensitive to new physics beyond the SM.
Before claiming the existence of any new physics beyond it is necessary to have the SM interactions be well understood. B → P P decays have been studied extensively in different ways. The main methods are QCD based perturbative calculations [3] [4] [5] and SU(3) flavor symmetry [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
The SU(3) flavor symmetry approach has the advantage of being detailed dynamics independent. The decays are described by several SU(3) invariant amplitudes which can lead to relations between different decay modes, but this approach by it-self cannot determine the size of the amplitudes. The QCD based perturbative approach being dynamic models, for example, the QCD factorization (QCDF) [3] , perturbative QCD (pQCD) [4] , and softcollinear effective theory (SCET) [5] , can calculate the very precisely measured CP violation asymmetry A CP (B 0 → π + K − ) = (−8.2±0.6)% [1, 2] forB 0 → π + K − decay. If the theory is universally valid they should be able to make accurate predictions for CP violation in other B → P P decays. These methods, however, all predict A CP (B 0 → π
, which is in contradiction with experimental observation. Therefore A CP (B 0 → π + K − ) = A CP (B − → π 0 K − ) challenges these theories [15] [16] [17] . On the other hand, the analysis based on the SU(3) flavor symmetry can be advantageous, where the different decay modes can be related and the relevant decay amplitudes be extracted from the data, despite of their unclear sources. A consistent solution for these CP violating asymmetries can be found. When sufficient data become available, the SU(3) invariant amplitudes can be fixed and predictions be made, and the theory be tested. SU(3) analysis may play a role to bridge dynamic theory and experimental data to provide some understanding of SM predictions for B decays.
The SU(3) flavor symmetry has been wildly used for the studies in the SM for two-body and three-body mesonic B decays [18, 19] , the extraction of the weak phase [20, 21] , and the constraint on new physics [22] . In its extended version, the two-body anti-triplet b-baryon decays of B b → B n M and B b → P c M decays can be studied [23] [24] [25] , where B n and P c stand for the baryon and pentaquark state, respectively, with M the recoiled meson. To make sure SU(3) flavor symmetry framework is valid for B decays, experimental test should be performed. Due to the fact that the Belle and Babar detectors at B-factories can only study B u and B d , but not B s decays, the SU(3) flavor symmetry have not been well tested. With the running of LHC, the LHCb has been able to obtain valuable data not only on B u,d , but also B s decays, one can therefore test more thoroughly the SU(3) flavor symmetry for B → P P decays [26] . When more b-baryon decays are measured, SU(3) can also be tested for the b-baryon sector. Experimentally, the data collections for the B → P P decays are in fact still not satisfactory. For example,B
not been observed yet. Some decays with small branching ratios expected from theoretical considerations, such as those decays,
by the annihilation contributions [11, 27] need further confirmation from data. Taking this positively, one can then use SU(3) flavor symmetry framework to predict their branching ratios as further tests.
In this work, we will perform an updated global analysis for B → P P using the latest experimental data based on flavor symmetry. Without including η and η ′ in the final states, SU(3) flavor symmetry is sufficient for the analysis. In order to include them also in the analysis, one needs to modify the analysis method. To this end we will enlarge the symmetry to U(3) flavor symmetry, and also to take into account η − η ′ mixing effect to study final states with P being η or η ′ . We find that SU(3) flavor symmetry can explain data well without P being η or η ′ . The annihilation amplitudes are found to be small consistent with expectations. Several CP violating relations predicted by SU(3) flavor symmetry are found in good agreement with data. Current available data can give constraints on the amplitudes which induce P = η, η ′ decays in the framework of U(3) flavor symmetry, and the η − η ′ mixing angle θ can also be determined with θ = (−18.4 ± 1.2)
• which is consistent with the value given by Particle Data Group from other fittings [1] . Several B → P P decay modes which have not been measured are predicted with branching ratios accessible at the LHCb.
These decays can provide further tests for the framework of SU(3)/U(3) flavor symmetry for B decays. In the following sections, we provide more details of our analysis.
II. SU (3) DECAY AMPLITUDES FOR B → P P
The quark level effective Hamiltonian responsible for charmless B → P P decays can be written as [28] 
with the superscript q = d(s) for ∆S = 0 (−1) decay modes and V ij the KM matrix elements.
The coefficients c 1,2 and c 
Under SU(3) flavor symmetry, while the Lorentz-Dirac structure and color index are both omitted, O 1,2 , O 3−6,11 , and O 7−10 transform as3 +3 ′ + 6 + 15,3, and3 +3 ′ + 6 + 15, respectively [6-11]. As a result, H q ef f can be decomposed as the matrices of H(3), H(6), and H(15) with their non-zero entries to be [11] H(3) 2 = 1 , H(6) 
for ∆S = 0, and 
for ∆S = −1. Accordingly, the B mesons are presented as 
, along with η 1 as the singlet of SU(3) to be (M η 1 )
form a nonet of U(3). Consequently, without appealing to the dynamics of perturbative QCD, the B → P P decay amplitudes are given by
where the tree amplitude T for B → P P can be parametrized by SU(3) invariant amplitudes.
If one wants to include η 1 and η 8 into consideration, one may want to enlarge the analysis with U(3) flavor symmetry. The SU(3)/U(3) invariant amplitudes are given below
withC 6 andÃ 6 rearranged to be C 6 =C 6 −Ã 6 [6-11]. Expanding the T expressions in Eq. (6), we obtain the tree amplitudes T in terms of the symmetry invariant amplitudes without η 8 and η 1 in the final states in Table I , while those with η 8 or/and η 1 in the final states are given in Table II . Note that the penguin amplitude P can be given by the replacement of the notation of T by P in the T amplitude, such that the hadronic parameters can be
, and D Further simplification can be made because the operators for the tree and penguin contributions for the representations of 6 and 15, have the same structure, the differences for 1 By treating η 1 as a SU (3) singlet, we can form another T amplitude with T = T η8 + T η1 . Note that T η8
can be given by using T in Eq. (6) whereM = M + M η1 / √ 3 is replaced byM = M , while T η1 can be written as [18] ), respectively. We comment that in finite order perturbative calculations the above relations are renormalization scheme and scale dependent. One should use a renormalization scheme consistently. We have checked with different renormalization schemes and find that numerically the changes are less than 15% for different schemes. In our later analysis, we will use the above relation.
Moreover, since an overall phase can be removed without loss of generality, by setting C P 3
to be real, there can be totally 25 real independent parameters for B → P P in the SM with SU(3)/U(3) flavor symmetry, given by
To obtain the amplitudes for B decays with at least one η(η ′ ) in the final states, one also needs to consider η 1 − η 8 mixing,
where θ can be determined by fitting B → P P data.
III. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section we carry out a global fit for B → P P using available experimental data to determine the SU(3)/U(3) invariant amplitudes. In the numerical analysis we use CabbiboKobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) parameters determined from other global analysis. We summarize the Wolfenstein parameters which determine CKM matrix elements in the following [1] λ = 0.22543 ± 0.00094 , A = 0.802 ± 0.029 , ρ = 0.154 ± 0.0124 , η = 0.363 ± 0.0078 . 2). Analysis with annihilation contributions and without η and/or η ′ in the final states.
3). Analysis without annihilation contributions and with η and/or η ′ in the final states. 
TABLE II. Decay amplitudes for B → P P with at least one of the P being a η 8 or η 1 .
Note that for each case, the minimal χ 2 is different because the available decay modes for data fitting for each case is different. The above minimal χ 2 per d.o.f indicate that all the four fits are reasonable ones.
The hadronic parameters determined for the four cases mentioned above are listed in Table III . After the hadronic parameters are determined, one can predict some of the notyet-observed branching ratios and CP violating asymmetries. The results are given in Ta- bles IV,V,VI,VII. In the following we comment on some features of our analysis.
As mentioned before, the annihilation contributions A i are expected to be small com- 3 . Since they are annihilation amplitudes which are expected to be small, we hence neglect their contributions for the practical fitting. Therefore, in this case we will have 21 parameters to fit 36 available data points. We obtain minimal χ 2 /d.o.f to be 1.67 representing a reasonable fit. Again in this case, we can determine the η − η ′ mixing angle θ with θ = (−18.8 ± 1.2)
• represented to be stable compared to that in case 3). The fitted B i have larger uncertainties, such as B T 6 = 0.099 ± 0.094. This is because that the data are not sufficient for the decays with η 1 , while A i , B i , C i , and D i are fitted together. When more data become available, the predictions made for this case can be tests; in particular, data will tell whether the omission of B
We now comment on a class of CP violating relations in the framework of SU(3) flavor symmetry. This class of relations concern the rate difference among some B decays defined by
which connects the branching ratio and the CP violating asymmetry with ∆(B i → P P ) =
The unique feature of the SM in the CKM matrix elements that
tb V ts ) can be used to relate the ∆S = 0 and ∆S = −1 decay modes with the same tree amplitude T and penguin amplitude P which can be read off from Table I . For
with R(∆
If annihilation amplitudes are neglected, there are additional relations, for example
with
Deviation of R i away from 1 is a measure of SU(3) flavor symmetry breaking. In Table   VIII we list R i and R ′ i for some relations predicted with annihilation amplitudes and with annihilation amplitudes neglected, respectively. QCD based perturbation theory also predict similar values [26, 33, 36] . Note that experimentally, R data (∆ Table   VIII is due to the fact that in calculating the values, we have used physics Kaon and pion masses, branching ratios from fit and also experimental values for the lifetimes which slightly breaks SU(3) flavor symmetry. Theoretically there are also several other pairs obeying the relations discussed (listed in Table VIII), at this moment there are large error bars to draw any conclusion. But once relevant quantities are measured, they will further test the theory.
In Table VII , we notice that several CP asymmetries are determined to be large. This is because accidental cancellations in the amplitudes for relevant decays (large final state interaction phase) and need to be tested. This may also reflect the fact that data are not sufficient to constrain the amplitudes with high precision and the "best" fits are are some very shallow local minimuns. More data are required to draw meaningful conclusions.
Finally, we make a comment on the recent theoretical study in Ref. [32] based on the diagrammatic SU(3) flavor symmetry. Our fittings include the newly observed B(
to be 2 × 10 −6 similar to that in Ref. [32] . There is some tension between the fitted 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have performed an updated global analysis for B → P P using the latest experimental data based on flavor symmetry. Without including η and η ′ in the final states, SU(3) flavor symmetry is sufficient for the analysis. In order to include P being η or η ′ in the analysis, we enlarged the symmetry to U(3) flavor symmetry. In this case we also took into account η − η ′ mixing effect. We found that SU(3) flavor symmetry can explain data well without P being η or η ′ .
We have considered four different scenarios for data fitting to see how annihilation and also how inclusion of η and η ′ affect the results. The annihilation amplitudes were found to be small consistent with expectations. Current available data could give constraints on the amplitudes which induce P = η, η ′ decays in the framework of U(3) flavor symmetry. The η − η ′ mixing angle θ could also be determined with θ = (−18. , as they were expected to be small, we were able to predict several B → P P decay modes which have not been measured. These predicted branching ratios are accessible at the LHCb. We look forward to more data to come to test the framework of SU(3)/U(3) flavor symmetry for B decays.
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